
The Ultimate Sea Glass Collector Handbook
To Explore The Beaches At Seaham And
Seaham, England is a world-renowned destination for sea glass collectors.
The beaches here are littered with colorful pieces of glass that have been
tumbled and polished by the waves over many years. Sea glass is created
when broken glass is exposed to the elements, and the sharp edges are
smoothed away. The result is a beautiful, frosted piece of glass that can be
found in a variety of colors, including clear, white, green, blue, and brown.
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This handbook will provide you with everything you need to know to explore
the beaches at Seaham and find sea glass. We will cover the best beaches
to visit, tips on finding sea glass, and how to identify your finds.

The Best Beaches to Visit
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There are several beaches in Seaham that are known for their sea glass.
These include:

Seaham Beach: This is the most popular beach for sea glass
collectors. It is a long, sandy beach with plenty of rocks and pebbles to
search through.

North Beach: This beach is located north of Seaham Beach. It is a
smaller beach, but it is less crowded and often has more sea glass.

South Beach: This beach is located south of Seaham Beach. It is a
rocky beach with plenty of tide pools to explore.

Little Bay: This beach is located just north of Seaham Beach. It is a
small, secluded beach with beautiful views of the coastline.

Tips on Finding Sea Glass

Here are a few tips to help you find sea glass on the beaches at Seaham:

Go at low tide. This is when the water is at its lowest point, and the
sea glass is more likely to be exposed.

Look for areas with rocks and pebbles. Sea glass often gets
trapped in these areas.

Be patient. It takes time to find sea glass. Don't get discouraged if you
don't find any right away.

Use a magnifying glass. This can help you to spot small pieces of
sea glass that you might otherwise miss.

Talk to other collectors. They can often give you tips on where to find
sea glass.



Identifying Your Finds

Once you have found some sea glass, you may be wondering what type of
glass it is. Here are a few tips to help you identify your finds:

Look at the color. The color of sea glass can tell you what type of
glass it is. For example, clear sea glass is usually made from window
glass, while green sea glass is often made from beer bottles.

Look at the texture. The texture of sea glass can also tell you what
type of glass it is. For example, smooth sea glass is usually made from
bottle glass, while rough sea glass is often made from window glass.

Look for bubbles. Bubbles are often found in sea glass. The size and
shape of the bubbles can tell you what type of glass it is. For example,
small, round bubbles are often found in window glass, while large,
irregular bubbles are often found in bottle glass.

Look for markings. Some sea glass has markings on it. These
markings can tell you what type of glass it is. For example, sea glass
with a mold seam is often made from bottle glass, while sea glass with
a pontil mark is often made from window glass.

Seaham is a great place to find sea glass. With its beautiful beaches and
abundance of sea glass, it is a paradise for collectors. This handbook has
provided you with everything you need to know to explore the beaches at
Seaham and find sea glass. So what are you waiting for? Get out there and
start collecting!

Additional Resources

Sea Glass Association



Sea Glass Museum

Sea Glass Collectors Facebook Group
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